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Recently, privacy issues in web services that rely on users’ personal data have raised great attention. Despite
that recent regulations force companies to offer choices for each user to opt-in or opt-out of data disclosure,
real-world applications usually only provide an “all or nothing” binary option for users to either disclose all
their data or preserve all data with the cost of no personalized service.
In this paper, we argue that such a binary mechanism is not optimal for both consumers and platforms.
To study how different privacy mechanisms affect users’ decisions on information disclosure and how users’
decisions affect the platform’s revenue, we propose a privacy aware recommendation framework that gives
users fine control over their data. In this new framework, users can proactively control which data to disclose
based on the trade-off between anticipated privacy risks and potential utilities. Then we study the impact
of different data disclosure mechanisms via simulation with reinforcement learning due to the high cost of
real-world experiments. The results show that the platform mechanisms with finer split granularity and more
unrestrained disclosure strategy can bring better results for both consumers and platforms than the “all or
nothing” mechanism adopted by most real-world applications.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Recommender systems play an essential role on today’s web service platforms, e.g., e-commerce [46,
77] and social media [14, 81], since they can reduce users’ cognitive load by automatically offering
personalized services that match their interests and needs [10]. While the recommender systems
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greatly facilitate the distribution and acquisition of information, they also bring critical privacy
concerns due to unsolicited gathering users’ demographical and behavioral data [67, 84]. Several
regulations have been proposed recently to better protect personal data, e.g., General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) in the European Union and the California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA) in the
United States.
On the one hand, various privacy-preserving methods have been proposed to protect users’ data
from leakage or abuse, like federated learning [45, 52, 55, 58] and differential privacy (DP) [2, 19,
50, 66]. On the other hand, to comply with laws like GDPR and CCPA, most platforms now provide
users the choice to opt-in (under GDPR) or opt-out (under CCPA) of data disclosure. Previous
studies have shown that giving users control over their data closure can reduce their privacy
concerns [9, 83]. However, in practice, these platforms mostly only provide a very coarse-grained
option for each user, named “all or nothing” binary mechanism in this paper, i.e., disclosing all data
or none at all. Usually, if the users choose to not disclose their data, they will either not be able to
continue using the applications 1 or not be able to enjoy the precisely personalized services.
This raises a question, is such an “all or nothing” binary mechanism the optimal choice? Obviously,
some privacy sensitive users might choose not to disclose their data. In this case, these users cannot
enjoy the benefits of personalized services. At the same time, the platform revenues from these
privacy sensitive users will decrease due to the disappointed personalized services and the platform
also loses their data to train a better model. It seems that such a strict mechanism might not be a
satisfying choice for both parties in the ecology. Therefore, we wonder whether there exists a better
mechanism to take both the gains of the users and the revenues of the platform into account?
This paper aims to study how different privacy mechanisms affect users’ decisions on information disclosure and how their decisions affect the recommendation model’s performance and the
platform’s revenue. For this purpose, we propose a privacy aware recommendation framework
under privacy calculus theory [15, 41]. Under this new setting, users need to calculate the trade-off
between the anticipated privacy risks and the potential utilities, then proactively control which data
to disclose. In this way, all users’ dispersed privacy preferences are fully accommodated.
For service providers, they naturally want to entice users to disclose as much data as possible.
For end users, they want to figure out how to enjoy the benefits of personalized services with
minimal privacy risks. Formally speaking, under this privacy aware recommendation task setting,
we aim to study what will happen if the platforms give users fine-grained control over their personal
data. More specifically, we investigate questions including:
i) How do different platform mechanisms affect users’ decisions in information disclosure? Is
the “all or nothing” binary mechanism the best choice for the platform?
ii) How do different recommendation models affect users’ decisions in information disclosure?
Can a platform attract users to disclose more data by optimizing the model to provide better
services?
To answer these questions, we first formulate our idea in formal settings. Following current
researches in economics [44, 70], we model the privacy cost as a linear summation of the user’s
disclosed personal data, meaning that the user loses control over such disclosed data, which also
fits a fundamental notion in privacy calculus, i.e., the control over the data. Then recommendation
performance (e.g., NDCG) is employed as the potential utility from users’ disclosed data. To formally
define user privacy decisions, we formulate the platform mechanisms using two components, i.e.,
data split rule and data disclosure choice space, which define the choices a user can take. Based on
1 Some

applications will refuse to serve the users who refuse to disclose data by turning off the software when users clicks
the refusal button, so as to force users to approve their data disclosure disclaimer and collect their data.
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these simplified settings, we now can conduct experiments with different platform mechanisms or
recommendation models to find answers to the above questions.
However, there is one big challenge for directly realizing our idea in real-world applications.
Direct deployment of the proposed framework in real-world applications might seriously harm
the end users’ experiences and the revenues of platforms. To address this challenge, inspired
by the success of simulation studies in recommender systems [26, 39, 47, 79], we propose to use
simulations to study the effects of the proposed framework. Specifically, we propose a reinforcement
learning method to simulate users’ privacy decision making on two benchmark datasets with three
representative recommendation models and three user types (i.e. different privacy sensitivity).
The experimental results show that the platform mechanism with finer split granularity and more
unconstrained disclosure strategy can bring better results for both end users and platforms than
“all or nothing” binary mechanism adopted by most platforms. In addition to mechanism design,
the results also point out that optimizing model is another option for the platform to collect more
data while protecting user privacy.
Our main contributions can be summarized as following:
• We study an important and new problem in recommender systems and privacy protection,
the effects of platform mechanisms on users’ privacy decision.
• We propose a privacy aware recommendation framework that gives users control over their
personal data. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to give users fine-grained
control over implicit feedback data in recommendation.
• We formulate the process of users’ privacy decision making and the platform’s data disclosure
mechanisms using mathematics language. Then we instantiate the platform’s mechanisms
with one data split rule and three data disclosure strategies that we proposed.
• We propose a reinforcement learning method to simulate users’ privacy decision making. The
extensive simulations are conducted on two benchmark datasets with three representative
recommendation models.
• The extensive experimental results show the effectiveness of our proposed framework in
protecting users’ privacy. The results also shed some light on data disclosure mechanism
design and model optimization.
2

FRAMEWORK FORMULATION

2.1 Overview
To study how different platform mechanisms affect users’ decisions in information disclosure, we
first need to incorporate the users’ data disclosure decisions into the recommendation process.
Thus, we propose a privacy aware recommendation framework where users can freely choose
which data to disclose with the recommender system. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the critical difference
between our framework and traditional recommendation is that the platform can only use the
sub-data disclosed by the users. For example, the user on the left in Fig. 1b can choose to hide
his sensitive demographic attributes (e.g., age, gender, and education) and only discloses the last
behavior to the service provider.
To enjoy the benefits of personalized services, users need to disclose their data to the recommender
system to better model them. Intuitively, more data the recommender system gets, better results
the users can get. However, disclosing data to the platform will increase users’ privacy concerns,
e.g., data abusing [49] and privacy leakage [84]. Thus, under the privacy aware setting, users need
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Fig. 1. Illustrative examples for two different recommender system frameworks.

to make information disclosure decisions based on the trade-off between anticipated privacy risks
and potential utilities. This idea can date back to Privacy Calculus Theory [15, 41].
Before going into details, we first define the entire personal data D𝑖 of user 𝑖 ∈ V’s as:
D𝑖

= { D𝑖,𝑎 ,D𝑖,𝑏 } = {{𝑎𝑖1, . . . , 𝑎𝑖𝐾 }, {𝑏𝑖1, . . . , 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑖 }},

(1)

where D𝑖,𝑎 ={𝑎𝑖1, . . . , 𝑎𝑖𝐾 } denotes user 𝑖’s all profile attributes, 𝑎𝑖𝑘 denotes the 𝑘-th profile attribute
for user 𝑖, and 𝐾 is the number of profile attributes. D𝑖,𝑏 ={𝑏𝑖1, . . . , 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑖 } denotes user 𝑖’s behaviors,
𝑏𝑖 𝑗 is the 𝑗-th behavior of user 𝑖, and 𝑡𝑖 is the last behavior timestamp. V is the set that includes all
users in the platform.
A rational user is only willing to disclose data when she feels that she gains more from the
platform than she loses in data disclosure. Formally speaking, supposing user 𝑖 with whole data D𝑖
currently discloses data S𝑖 ⊂ D𝑖 , now she tries to get a better recommendation results via disclosing
more data S𝑖′ ⊂ D𝑖 where | S𝑖′ | > | S𝑖 |, only if

U𝑖 ( S𝑖′ ) − U𝑖 ( S𝑖 ) > 𝜆𝑖 C𝑖 ( S𝑖′ ) − C𝑖 ( S𝑖 ) ,
(2)
where U𝑖 (𝑥) denotes the utility that user 𝑖 can get from the platform with disclosed data 𝑥, function
C𝑖 (𝑥) measures the privacy cost paid by the user 𝑖 when she discloses the data 𝑥 to the platform,
and 𝜆𝑖 is the sensitive weight measuring how much user 𝑖 cares about her privacy. Apparently,
compared to privacy insensitive users (i.e., small 𝜆𝑖 ), the platform needs to provide more performance
improvements to attract privacy sensitive users (i.e., large 𝜆𝑖 ) to disclose their data. More details
can be found in Section 3.4.2.
2.1.1 User Objective. Unlike traditional task settings where users can only passively accept
recommendation results (i.e., without tools to optimize their objectives), in our framework, a
rational user 𝑖 tends to maximize her utility U𝑖 ( S𝑖 ) while minimize the privacy risk C𝑖 ( S𝑖 ) by control
the disclosed data S𝑖 . The objective function for a specific user 𝑖 can be formalized as the following:
R𝑖 ( S𝑖 ) = −𝜆𝑖 C𝑖 ( S𝑖 ) + U𝑖 ( S𝑖 ).

(3)

The linear combination for user objective function follows the initial idea from Privacy Calculus
Theory [15, 41] where both the recommendation performances from the platform and potential
privacy cost are considered. This formulation is also compatible with privacy related research in
economics [18, 31, 44]. They studied the micro-foundation on a user’s intrinsic and instrumental
preferences from disclosing personal information. In our formulation, user’s privacy cost C𝑖 ( S𝑖 )
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corresponds to intrinsic value for personal data (i.e., protecting the data from being obtained by
others), while recommendation utility U𝑖 ( S𝑖 ) corresponds to the instrumental value for personal
data.
2.1.2 Platform Objective. In the proposed framework, the goal of a platform is still to maximize
its revenue (e.g., purchases, clicks, or watching time) by improving the users’ recommendation
utility (e.g., providing more accurate results). Thus, we define its objective as the summation of all
users’ recommendation utilities in Eq. (3), where V denotes all users in the platform:
∑︁
Rp =
U𝑖 ( S𝑖 ).
(4)
𝑖 ∈V

Considering the utility also depends on the recommendation model, the utility function U𝑖 (𝑥) can
be further defined as:
U𝑖 ( S𝑖 ) = U( S𝑖 ) = U′ ( S𝑖 , MS ),

(5)

where MS : S𝑖 → 𝑙𝑖 (𝑙𝑖 is recommendation results) is a recommendation model trained using all
users’ disclosed data S = { S1, . . . , S|V | } and U′ represents detailed recommendation utility function.
Here, without loss of generality, we assume that all users share the same utility function. We will
explore the personalized utility function in the future work.
2.1.3 Recommendation Utility Function. As shown in Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), the recommendation
utility U occurs in the objective functions of both end users and the platform. Here, we use the
users’ satisfaction with the results produced by the recommendation model to measure its utility. It
is worth noting that user satisfaction is still an open problem in recommender systems. Here, we
simply quantify it by the user’s interactions with the recommendation results, e.g., clicks, watches,
and reads. Based on such feedbacks, we can calculate different quantitative metrics as the utility in
our framework, e.g., hit ratio and normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) [29]. In this paper,
we choose NDCG as the utility function U for all users because of its widespread use [22, 33, 68].
In traditional recommendation task, the platform can optimize this objective by only optimizing
the model MS since S𝑖 = D𝑖 is a fixed, i.e., all users disclose their whole data. However, this premise
is broken in our proposed framework, where the user’s disclosed data S𝑖 is varying. Thus, in our
new framework, platforms also seek to attract users to share more data in other ways besides
optimizing models, such as platform mechanism design.
2.2

Platform Mechanism

As mentioned before, the disclosed data S𝑖 lives at the heart of the framework. Ideally, user 𝑖 can
freely choose any data S𝑖 to disclose with the platform, e.g., choosing any profile attribute 𝑎 or
behavior data 𝑏 as shown in Fig. 1b. However, in practice, such a degree of freedom is difficult to
achieve for two reasons. On the one hand, from the perspective of human-computer interaction, too
fine granularity of disclosure choice (e.g., single behavior) can adversely hurt user experience [82].
On the other hand, although the privacy regulations ensure users the right to determine the use of
their data, they do not stipulate how the service providers implement this function.
In practice, the platform usually designs some data disclosure mechanisms to provide the end
users with several convenient options. Here, we formulate the platform mechanism G =< 𝛿, Π >
using two components, data split rule 𝛿 and disclosure choice spaces Π. The data split rule 𝛿 is
regarded as a function that reorganizes the original user data D𝑖 using different granularity, and
Π denotes the space of all possible choices the platform provides to the user. We illustrate a toy
example in Fig. 2.
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 37, No. 4, Article 111. Publication date: August 2022.
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2.2.1 Data Split Rule. Since user data usually consists of two different data types (as in Eq. (1)),
we defined 𝛿 as:
𝛿 (𝑥) = {𝛿𝑎 ( D𝑖,𝑎 ), 𝛿𝑏 ( D𝑖,𝑏 )},
where 𝛿𝑎 and 𝛿𝑏 have similar forms that split the original data into several pieces according to the
corresponding granularity and rules:
𝛿𝑏

′
{𝑥 1, 𝑥 2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛 } −−→ {𝑥 1′ , 𝑥 2′ , . . . , 𝑥𝑚
},
𝛿𝑎

𝑥 𝑗′

where 𝑚 ≤ 𝑛 and is the candidate units for data disclosure. According to the segmentation
rules, 𝑥 𝑗′ can be several consecutive data points like {𝑥 1, 𝑥 2, 𝑥 3 } or discontinuous random data like
{𝑥 5, 𝑥 22 }.
𝛿𝑎 aims to reorganize the user’s profile attributes. The common approach is to keep original
granularity (i.e., user can freely disclose any subset of attributes) or take all attributes as a whole
(i.e., disclose all attributes or not). Formally, it can be instantiated as:
𝛿𝑎 ( D𝑖,𝑎 ) = {𝑎𝑖1, . . . , 𝑎𝑖𝐾 }
or 𝛿𝑎 ( D𝑖,𝑎 ) = {{𝑎𝑖1, . . . , 𝑎𝑖𝐾 }}.
Similarly, 𝛿𝑏 aims to transfer a user’s original behavior data (e.g., thousands of clicks or more
views) to few data disclosure options. For example, “percentage split” with 10% granularity divides
a user’s behavior sequence into 10 equal length subsequences, while “daily split” divides the user’s
behaviors by day. Take “percentage split” with 10% granularity as an example, it can be instantiated
as:
𝛿𝑏 ( D𝑖,𝑏 ) = { S𝑖,𝑏1, S𝑖,𝑏2, . . . , S𝑖,𝑏10 },
where S𝑖,𝑏 𝑗 = {𝑏𝑖, ⌊0.1𝑡𝑖 ∗( 𝑗−1) ⌋+1, . . . , 𝑏𝑖, ⌊0.1𝑡𝑖 ∗𝑗 ⌋ } is the 𝑗-th candidate option of behavior data for user
to disclosed.
2.2.2 Data Disclosure Choice Space Π. Assuming the platform has transferred user 𝑖’s original
data D𝑖 to 𝛿 ( D𝑖 ) = { S𝑖,𝑎1, . . . , S𝑖,𝑎𝑛 , S𝑖,𝑏1, . . . , S𝑖,𝑏𝑚 }, the platform can define data disclosure choice
space Π on these 𝑚 + 𝑛 candidates as:
Π = {Π 1, Π 2, . . . , Π 𝑁 },
Π 𝑗 ∼ [𝑜 1, · · · , 𝑜𝑘 , · · · , 𝑜𝑛+𝑚 ],

𝑜𝑘 ∈ {0, 1},

where 𝑜𝑘 = 1 denotes disclosing the 𝑘-th data in 𝛿 ( D𝑖 ), while 𝑜𝑘 = 0 means not; Π 𝑗 is 𝑗−th data
disclosure option that users can take; 𝑁 is the number of possible choices the platform provides
to users. For example, a full 0 vector Π 𝑗 = [0, 0, . . . , 0] denotes that users can choose it to do not
disclose any data. More detailed instantiations can be found in Section 3.3.
2.2.3 Platform Mechanism Design. With the mechanism G =< 𝛿, Π >, we can formally define
the disclosed data S𝑖 from user 𝑖. Assuming user 𝑖’s original data D𝑖 has been spited into candidates
𝛿 ( D𝑖 ) = { S𝑖,1, . . . , S𝑖,𝑚 }2 . Then, S𝑖 can be defined as the union of candidates in 𝛿 ( D𝑖 ) selected by a
specific choice 𝛼𝑖 = Π 𝑗 ∈ Π:
o
nØ
S𝑖 = 𝛼𝑖 ⊗ 𝛿 ( D𝑖 ) =
S𝑖,𝑘 ,
(6)
𝑜𝑘 =1
𝑜𝑘 ∈Π 𝑗

where 𝛿 is the platform data split rule and action 𝛼𝑖 is sampled from user 𝑖’s privacy disclosure
policy 𝜋𝑖 , which decides the data to be disclosed. The operator ⊗ denotes the aggregation of the
selected spilt data based on his choice 𝛼𝑖 . Fig. 2 illustrates a tiny example of the data disclosure
process (i.e., generation process of S𝑖 ) of a user with three profile attributes and four behaviors.
2 Here,

we simplify the subscripts for easy description
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Fig. 2. An illustrative example for platform mechanism. The platform firstly split the user’s data D𝑖 (three
profile attributes and four behaviors) using the rule 𝛿 (keeping independent for attributes; percentage split
with 50% granularity for behaviors). Then it provides choices Π for the user to choose to produce the final
disclosed data S𝑖 .

With formal definition of S𝑖 , we can re-write the platform utility Rp in Eq. (4) using the platform
mechanism G and model MS as below,
∑︁
∑︁
Rp | G=<𝛿,Π> =
U𝑖′ ( S𝑖 , MS )=
U𝑖′ (𝛼𝑖 ⊗ 𝛿 ( D𝑖 ), MS ).
(7)
𝑖 ∈V

𝑖 ∈V

One may figure out some possible optimal solutions towards the platform’s best mechanisms.
However, the optimal platform mechanism design is another complex topic, usually considered
from the view of game theory, and is out of scopes of this work. Here, we take the first step, studying
the data disclosure decision of users and platform revenues under several common mechanisms.
2.3

Relationship with Privacy Preservation

In this subsection, we will discuss the relationship between our work and privacy preservation,
and clarify the position of our paper.
First, as claimed in the introduction, our work does not aim to propose a new method to directly
protect the users’ privacy data from privacy attacks. The main motivation of this paper is to study
the effectiveness of existing privacy mechanisms deployed in the platforms and further explore
how different privacy mechanisms affect users’ privacy decisions. For this purpose, our proposed
framework is model-agnostic. The model MS used here can be an ordinary recommendation model
(e.g., NCF [22] or GRU4Rec [25]) or privacy-preserving recommendation models [8]. For deploying
a privacy-preserving model in our framework, we only need to modify the privacy cost function
(C𝑖 ), taking into account the influence of protecting privacy, i.e., less privacy cost than a normal
model when disclosing the same amount of data. In this paper, for the convenience of analysis and
considering that privacy-preserving technologies are not widely used in real-world applications, we
only studied the proposed framework in ordinary recommendation models. We leave the exploration
of the impact of privacy-preserving technologies on users’ privacy cost functions for future work.
Second, our proposed framework provides users with the power to proactively trade off their
privacy cost and recommendation utility. From the final result point of view, users can optimize their
data disclosure decision to discard those data that are not helpful for their recommendation results.
In this way, the proposed framework gives users the tool to achieve data minimization [3, 53] by
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 37, No. 4, Article 111. Publication date: August 2022.
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themselves, rather than waiting for the platform to implement the data minimization algorithms.
From this perspective, our proposed framework can be seen as implicitly protecting user privacy.
Even if a privacy attack occurs, only part of users’ disclosed data will be leaked. Besides, giving
users control over the recommendation process has also been found be effective in reducing their
privacy concerns [9, 83].
3 SIMULATION
3.1 motivation
The most efficient way to figure out the answers to the questions we posed in the introduction is to
deploy the proposed framework on a real-world platform and analyze how users adopt different and
complex privacy policies to optimize their rewards. However, direct deployment of these strategies
and investments is currently impractical due to the following reasons.
Firstly, the most important reason is that such an online experiment may lead to the decline of the
recommendation performances as well as the user experience, which harms the platform’s revenue.
In the real world, nearly all the companies determine their platform mechanism driven by interest,
and the revenues of the platforms are highly correlated with the recommendation performances.
Therefore, it’s nearly impossible to persuade any platform to directly deploy proposed strategies
and mechanism online without other benefits.
Secondly, the experiments are built upon several simplifications, mentioned in Section 3.2, which
poses challenges towards recommendation model training process. For example, we assume when
a user adjusts his data disclosure policy, the recommendation system will forget his un-disclosed
data. To facilitate such challenges, model unlearning or other privacy-preserving technologies
are imposed. However, in real-world applications, very few the e-commercial platforms have
deployed these privacy-preserving technologies during the deep recommendation model training
and evaluation processing. As a result, we may still fail to guarantee the assumptions and simulation
methodology becomes a substitution.
In summary, inspired by the success of simulation study on dynamic interactive problems in
real-world applications [26, 39, 47, 79], we employ the simulation to study the effects of the proposed
framework and the possible game between users and the platform.
3.2

Simplified Assumptions

To simplify the simulation process for easier analysis, we make some necessary assumptions to
simplify the problem.
Assumption 1 (Static Assumption). User 𝑖 optimizes her/his policy on the fixed data
not affected by user policy 𝜋𝑖 .

D𝑖

which is

Here static means the user data D𝑖 is fixed during the simulation, but the disclosed data S𝑖 produced by different user policies is dynamic. It is also the most common setting for recommendation
task in research papers [22, 25, 33, 61, 68]. In the simulation, we train the recommendation system
MS on the collected dynamic data S and validate the recommendation efficiency on a fixed test set.
In real-world applications, the data D𝑖 , which contains the behavior data from the interaction with
the recommender MS , is also dynamically changing with the user’s policy 𝜋𝑖 . It is beyond the scope
of this paper and we leave it as the future work.
Assumption 2 (Immediate Assumption). The recommendation model MS can only use the data S𝑖
currently disclosed by each user 𝑖.
D𝑖

The motivation of this assumption is that an untrusted platform can leverage user 𝑖’ all data
if it can use the data disclosed in previous actions. Without this constraint, the privacy right
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discussed in this paper is meaningless. To achieve this, the platform can retrain the model from
scratch with new data S𝑖′ or quick unlearn the data in S𝑖 then finetune with data S𝑖′ [4, 5, 7].
However, the Assumption 2 also raises a new challenge that the asynchronous changes of user
policy bring intractable computation costs for the platform since each time the user changes
the disclosed data, the platform needs to update the model. Here, we make an assumption for
simplifying the simulation, assuming all users realize that the platform will cyclically (e.g., once a
day) collect their privacy decisions and update recommender systems.
Assumption 3 (Cyclical Assumption). Platform cyclically collects user privacy choices, and then
the platform updates the model using all newly disclosed data.
In summary, for easy analysis in simulations, we introduce these assumptions to ignore the
time and dynamic effects in this feedback system, just like the traditional recommendation task
formulation.
3.3

Platform Mechanism Simulation

In order to validate the effect of the platform mechanism, we adopt several mechanisms during
simulation. For easy comparison, we utilize one mechanism at each experiment.
3.3.1 Data Split Rule. In our simulation, we do not split the profile attribution and the user can
determine whether to share all of their attributes. For behavior data, we apply “percentage split” as
𝛿𝑏 with different split granularity 𝑝 (e.g., 1/3) to split the behavior sequence into 1/𝑝 parts. One
obvious advantage of “percentage split” is that it can normalize the size of user action space and
decrease the inconvenience of the interaction between the user and the platform.
3.3.2 Data Disclosure Strategy. As the platforms have certain flexibility to implement different
data disclosure strategies, we discuss three representative disclosure strategies used in our study
for behavior data in this subsection. These strategies determine the data disclosure action space
Π the user can choose. For profile attributes, we found that all users tend not to disclose them in
the experiments since these features are negligible for improving recommendation utility in the
presence of behavior data. Similar result that user profile features contribute very marginal to the
recommendation results in the case of strong user behavior modeling on public benchmark datasets
has also been reported in other works [33, 68]. Thus, in the following study, we mainly focus on
modeling only behavior data.
The “separate” rule gives the users the control to freely disclose any split personal data. For this
rule, the size of user 𝑖’s the action space is exponentially expended on the size of the spilt data
set |𝛿𝑏 ( D𝑖,𝑏 )|, denoted as 2 |𝛿𝑏 ( D𝑖,𝑏 ) | . However, too many choices might make it difficult for users to
make better data disclosure decisions.
Another data disclosure strategy named “oldest continuous” provides users the choices to disclose
continuous behavior data from the beginning time, such as selecting “the oldest 33% data”. In this
strategy, to disclose newer behavior data S𝑖,𝑏 𝑗 , users must also disclose all behavior data before
it. Take an already split data 𝛿𝑏 ( D𝑖,𝑏 ) = { S𝑖,𝑏1,S𝑖,𝑏2,S𝑖,𝑏3 } as an example, the action space provided
by oldest continuous strategy is Π = {[0, 0, 0], [1, 0, 0], [1, 1, 0], [1, 1, 1]}, and its corresponding
disclosed data is {∅, {S𝑖,𝑏1}, {S𝑖,𝑏1, S𝑖,𝑏2}, { S𝑖,𝑏1, S𝑖,𝑏2, S𝑖,𝑏3 }}. “Latest continuous” mechanism is similar
to “oldest continuous”, with the only difference in the opposite direction. The size of these two
mechanisms’ action spaces is |𝛿𝑏 ( D𝑖,𝑏 )|.
3.4

User Policy Simulation

In this subsection, we introduce the simulation of user policy in our proposed framework. As
defined in Eq. (6), the disclosed data S𝑖 is result of the platform mechanism G and user’s disclosure
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policy 𝜋𝑖 . Meanwhile, in Eq. (5), the recommendation utility U𝑖 ( S𝑖 ) = U′ ( S𝑖 , MS ) is also determined
by the recommendation model MS , which is built upon the all users’ disclosed data S. The reward
of user 𝑖 may be varied even when 𝑖 keeps the disclosed data S𝑖 unchanged since other users might
change their disclosed data and the recommender system is changed. Thus, the expectation rewards
are considered rather than immediate value defined in Eq. (3) and we assume all the users are
rational and seek for the optimal privacy disclosure action 𝛼𝑖∗ to the optimal expected reward
𝐸 [R𝑖 |𝛼𝑖 ] as his policy, i.e.,
𝛼𝑖∗ = arg max 𝐸 [R𝑖 |𝛼𝑖 ] =
𝛼𝑖 ∈Π

arg max

𝐸 [R𝑖 ( S𝑖 ) ]

S𝑖 ∈ [Π⊗𝛿 ( D𝑖 ) ]

h

i
= arg max 𝐸 −𝜆𝑖 C𝑖 𝛼𝑖 ⊗ 𝛿 ( D𝑖 ) + U𝑖 𝛼𝑖 ⊗ 𝛿 ( D𝑖 )) .

(8)

𝛼𝑖 ∈Π

As mentioned before, recommendation utility U𝑖 has been discussed in Section 2.1.2. To study
this objective, we need to define the privacy cost function C𝑖 and sensitive weight 𝜆𝑖 .
3.4.1 Privacy Cost Function. We simulate every user with the same cost function C and leave the
diversity of user privacy sensitivity to the parameter 𝜆𝑖 . Following current experiment specifications
in the economics literature [44, 70], we model the privacy cost function as a linear summation3 of
disclosed personal data.
According to the comprehensive survey on privacy value definition [11], people will measure
the value of their privacy into the intrinsic value of privacy and the instrumental value of privacy.
The intrinsic loss indicates the sake of protecting their intrinsic private data, which measures the
valuation on the intrinsic properties such as the education or the income levels. In this work, we
denote the intrinsic loss towards the privacy cost on amount of the sharing user profile attributes.
The instrumental value of privacy indicates how the transaction efficiency would be affected by
sharing user data, especially the data generated in the applications. In this work we denote the
privacy cost towards the percentage of shard user historical behavior data. Therefore, the privacy
cost function is described below,
C𝑖 ( S𝑖 ) = 𝛽𝑖 ∗ | S𝑖,𝑎 | +

| S𝑖,𝑏 |
| D𝑖,𝑏 |

(9)

where the first term indicates the intrinsic loss and the second term indicates the instrumental loss.
If user does not tend to disclose profile attribute, such privacy cost function can be simplified to the
following format with the instrumental value alone. As mentioned in Section 3.3, user tends not to
disclose profile attributes D𝑖,𝑎 due to no gains in our experiments, so we only consider behavior
data here, i.e.,
| S𝑖,𝑏 |
C𝑖 ( S𝑖 ) = C( S𝑖 ) =
,
(10)
| D𝑖,𝑏 |
where the |𝑥 | is the number of elements in 𝑥. Here, the percentage based measurement regards
different amount of users’ data equally.
This reduced form specification is not unrealistic as it captures the substitution effect among
personal data and incorporates the idea of constant marginal privacy cost. One might argue for
a higher order functional to capture richer implications. However, there is little experimental
evidence that the higher order form for privacy cost exists and how the functional form looks like.

3 See

the Eq. 2 in [44] and the dis-utility from disclosure in the econometric specification session in [70].
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D𝑖 ),

her/his

C( D𝑖 ) − C(∅).

(11)

Meanwhile, her/his anticipated recommendation utility compared to not sharing any data is:
U( D𝑖 ) − U(∅).

(12)

We assume all users have accessed to the recommendation utility U( D𝑖 ) = U′ ( D𝑖 , MD ) computed
on all the data D𝑖 and the recommendation utility without their data U(∅) before they can take
data disclosing actions, which can be regard as a prior knowledge, like the experiences before the
platform adopted our framework. With Eq. (11) and Eq. (12), we define the privacy sensitive weight
𝜆𝑖 as:
U( D𝑖 ) − U(∅)
𝜆𝑖 = 𝑤𝑖 ∗
,
(13)
C( D𝑖 ) − C(∅)
where 𝑤𝑖 indicates the diversity of user types towards privacy sensitivity. The users with 𝑤𝑖 > 1 is
privacy sensitive users, as they will not be willing to disclose the corresponding data D𝑖 if they only
get U( D𝑖 ) as before. While users with 𝑤𝑖 < 1 are just the opposite. Therefore, the user’s privacy
sensitive weight is pre-computed, and the U( D𝑖 ) can be regarded as the benchmark expectation of
the platform. The formulation of the privacy sensitive weight 𝜆𝑖 also meets the idea from [44], where
the heterogeneity from users’ social demographic variety should also be explicitly characterized.
3.4.3 Simulation Algorithm. As users behave rationally to find the optimal strategy with a tradeoff of exploration and exploitation, it just meets the idea of the reinforcement learning algorithm.
Therefore, we model each user as a unique agent and apply a multi-agent reinforcement learning
method to simulate user possible policy adaptation. The recommender system is regarded as the
environment to provide feedback, which is built upon the disclosed user data. All agents’ policies
are optimized simultaneously by determining their actions, i.e., the disclosed data S𝑡 at simulation
epoch 𝑡, which is used to train the recommendation model MS𝑡 . As mentioned before, users tend
to find an optimal action over possible action space Π to maximize his expected reward, which is
determined by all agents in this dynamic MARL environment.
We assume each user (agent) realizes this situation that the immediate reward is the result of
all agents, but no communication or observation among agents is permitted. Then, each agent
is concerned about her/his own utility and regards the environment as a dynamic system that is
partially correlated to herself/himself. Now, it is simplified to a Multi-Armed Bandit problem [34].
However, the challenge of the exploration and explication problem also exists in our simulation.
To address it, we adopt a simple but efficient method, Epsilon Greedy [69] algorithm, to simulate
user’s policy 𝜋𝑖 as following,
(
𝛼𝑖 ∼ P𝑖𝑡 ,
with possibility 𝜖
𝛼𝑖𝑡 +1 =
(14)
𝑡
arg max𝛼𝑖 𝑄𝑖 (𝛼𝑖 ), with possibility 1 − 𝜖
where 𝑄𝑖𝑡 (𝛼) is the user 𝑖’s estimation value at simulation epoch 𝑡 on action 𝛼, and P𝑖𝑡 denotes a
random sample policy. To conduct an efficient policy exploration, we sample a less explored action
with a higher possibility as following,
P𝑖𝑡 (𝛼) = Í

1/(𝑁𝑖𝑡 −1 (𝛼) + 1)

𝑥 ∈Π

1/(𝑁𝑖𝑡 −1 (𝑥) + 1)

,

(15)

where 𝑁𝑖𝑡 −1 (𝛼) represents the total number of action 𝛼 was taken by user 𝑖 from start to the last
simulation epoch 𝑡−1. In convenience, we adopt the approximated expected estimation results and
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update it with the residual between the estimation 𝑄𝑖𝑡 −1 (𝛼𝑖𝑡 −1 ) and immediate reward R𝑖𝑡 −1 when
she/he takes action 𝛼𝑖𝑡 −1 as following.
𝑄𝑖𝑡 (𝛼)=

(
𝑄𝑖𝑡 −1 (𝛼),

𝑄𝑖𝑡 −1 (𝛼)+ 𝑁 𝑡1(𝛼) R𝑖𝑡 −1 (𝛼 ⊗𝛿 ( D𝑖 ))−𝑄𝑖𝑡 −1 (𝛼) ,

if 𝛼𝑖𝑡 −1 ≠𝛼
if 𝛼𝑖𝑡 −1 =𝛼

𝑖

where R𝑖𝑡 −1 is user 𝑖-th immediate objective at simulation epoch 𝑡−1, computed by Eq. (3). 𝑄𝑖0 (𝛼) is
the user 𝑖’s initial expected reward if she/he takes action 𝛼. which is initialized to 0 as users have
no prior about their behaviors on the new dynamic environment.
In our simulation, we set initial 𝜖 = 0.5 for all agents and decay a half during the MARL training
processing. The detailed decay epoch is co-related to the size of possible action space Π. Here,
we define it as 𝜖 = 0.5𝑡 /(3∗ |Π |) , where 𝑡 is the epoch during the reinforcement learning training
processing.
3.5

Discussion

To figure out how the platform mechanism affects users’ behavior, we turn to the simulation built
upon several simplified assumptions. One fundamental assumption is the hypothesis of rational
man, where users will seek their optimal policies to maximize their objectives. However, in the
real-world scenarios, human behaviors are also affected by psychological factors, which should also
be modeled in future work. One detailed example is that some users may feel exhausted digging
out all the potential privacy choices with the provided platform mechanism. In our simulation,
we assume there remains no mental cost when a user adjusts his policy. However, in the reality,
some users may refuse to change their policy frequently, especially in complex user interaction
applications. For such situation, a convenient user interface (UI) could be a potential solution to
mitigate users’ fatigues. Another important factor is that users may adjust their trust level towards
the platform during their exploration. One detailed example is that if the platform or even the
recommender system [86] is easy to be attacked or the platform will abuse their disclosed data
to other applications, they may re-consider their privacy sensitivity. Though some works have
discussed the utilization of trusted platform or the privacy-preserved recommendation model, the
possible effects on user psychological factors might be tackled by a dynamic modeling on the user
privacy sensitive weights, which is out of the scope of this work. We simplify the influences of the
psychological factors in this work and leave the exploration of psychological effects in mechanism
designs and UI designs for future works.
4
4.1

EXPERIMENTS
Research Question
• RQ1: How do different platform mechanisms affect the recommendation performance and
the data disclosure decisions of users with different privacy sensitivity?
• RQ2: What is the role of recommendation model in this framework? Can a more accurate
model attract users to disclose more data?
• RQ3: How does user population composition affects the user behavior in this framework?

4.2

Experiment Setup

4.2.1 Dataset. We conduct our experiments on two real-world representative datasets which vary
in domains and sparsity:
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Table 1. Statistical details of the evaluation datasets.

Dataset

#User

#Item

#Interaction

Density

ML-100k
Yelp

637
8338

1278
35,476

90,554
760,635

11.12%
0.26%

• Movielens-100k4 (ML-100k) [20]: This is a popular benchmark dataset for evaluating recommendation algorithms. Here, we use the version that includes 100k user ratings.
• Yelp5 . This is a popular and continuously updated dataset for business recommendation. The
version we download for the experiments in this paper is Feb. 16 2021, i.e., all review records
are written before Feb. 16 2021.
Since we focus on recommendation based on implicit feedback, we follow the common practice to
convert the numeric rating or a review into implicit feedback of 1 (i.e., indicating the user interacted
with the item). After that, we build the behavior sequence for each user by grouping and sorting
their behaviors according to the timestamps. To properly simulate the information disclosure
decision making process, we filter out the user with less than 40 interactions and items with less
than 5 interactions. For efficiency reasons, we further subsample the users in Yelp, resulting in a
dataset with 8338 users. The statistics of the processed datasets are summarized in Table 1.
4.2.2 Simulation Setup. For each user, we hold out the last item of the behavior data as the test data
to compute recommendation utility [22, 33, 68]. The rest of the behavior data is used for training
simulation, treating the last interaction data in disclosed data as validation data and the remaining
disclosed data for training data.
For recommendation utility evaluation, we adopt the widely used leave-one-out evaluation
[22, 33, 68] protocol with NDCG@100 computed on the whole item set as the metric. In particular,
for Yelp, we compute the sampled metric with 1000 negative samples since the large item candidate
set makes the results on Yelp are too small to simulate stably. These sampled results are consistent
with the scores on the whole candidate set [40].
For privacy risk function, we use disclosed data percentage measurement according to Section 3.4.1, which is weighted by the sensitive weight 𝜆𝑖 defined in Eq. (13). To study the data
disclosure decision making for users with different privacy sensitivity, we randomly divide users
into three groups (each with 1/3 users) with different privacy sensitive levels by adjusting the 𝑤𝑖 ,
• 𝑤𝑖 = 0: non-sensitive user who does not care privacy at all.
• 𝑤𝑖 = 1: normal user who weights privacy risk and recommendation results in a relatively
normal way.
• 𝑤𝑖 = 10: sensitive user who concerns more about privacy than recommendation utility.
To acquire the sensitive weight 𝜆𝑖 , the benchmark recommendation result U( D𝑖 ) is computed based
on GRU model with the whole dataset. The assumption here is that the non-privacy aware framework that the user used before was based on GRU4Rec. As this work focus on the effects on the user
disclose choices, we also assume that there exists no privacy leak among data transmission period
and users only access to their private recommendation results and the platform recommendation
models are well protected with privacy guarantee. It is worth noting that we group users into three
categories here just for the convenience of analyses and discussions in subsequent experiments. In
fact, according to Eq. (13), users in each category still have different privacy sensitivity 𝜆𝑖 .
4 https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/100k/
5 https://www.yelp.com/dataset
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Table 2. The averaged recommendation results (%) on three different recommendation models when all users
disclose history behaviors with or without profile attributes.

Dataset

Model

with profile

without profile

12.69
19.89
19.90

12.65
19.87
20.06

NCF
ML-100k GRU
BiSA

In the RL training, we model each user as an agent following the setup, and train 400 epochs
with Epsilon Greedy algorithm. In each simulation epoch, the recommendation model is trained
from scratch as discussed in Assumption 2, i.e., the platform can only use the data that the user
disclosed in the current simulation epoch. The simulation epoch is enlarged to 3000 epochs in
“separate” data disclosure strategy with 𝑝 = 1/8 due to the slow convergence.
4.2.3 Recommendation Model. To study the role of different models in users’ data disclosure
decision making, we conduct the simulations on different models, including two state of the art
sequential recommendation models and one CF model.
• GRU4Rec [25]: It uses GRU with ranking based loss to model user sequences for session
based recommendation.
• BiSA (Bidirectional Self-Attention) [33, 68]: It uses a self-attention architecture to capture users’ sequential behaviors and achieves state-of-the-art performance on sequential
recommendation. It usually can obtain better results than GRU4Rec with more powerful
architecture.
• NCF [22]: NCF models user–item interactions with a multi layer perceptron. It is included
as a weaker model since it is not designed to capture the sequential information in user
behaviors.
We implement these models using PyTorch6 . The hyper-parameters are carefully tuned using a
grid search to achieve optimal performances. After tuning, the embedding size and hidden size is
set to 128 for all the models, the dropout ratio is set to 0.2, the learning rate equals to 1e-3 for the
models except BiSA with a learning rate 3e-4, and the number of negative samples is set to 16. All
models are trained with adam optimizer [35] with early stop.
4.3

Study 0: Impact of User Profile Attribution

Before conduct our experiment, we validate whether user feature perform a essential part of our
latter experiments with Movielens-100k for example. In Movielen, we include all provided 4 user
profile attributes: sexual, age, job, and zip code. We firstly conduct experiments on the situation
where all users submit their historical data with and without user profile with three mentioned
models in the following tables From the Table 2 we observe that the user profile attributes introduce
minor recommendation improvements on all three models if the recommendation systems have
already absorbed enough user information from their historical data. In other words, when the
platforms have already collected enough information for the recommender systems, users have
minor incentives to disclose their user profiles attributes. we secondly conduct experiments to
simulate the circumstances where all users are able to determine whether to disclose their history
behavior data along with their profile attributes. In the following experiments, the guarantee
6 The

source code will be released after the review phase.
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Table 3. The percentage(%) of the users who are willing to disclose behavior data or the profile data under
different split granularity after convergence.

Data Composition

p

Disclose behavior percentage

Disclose profile percentage

With Profile

1
1/2
1/4

42.39
52.90
60.91

6.00
6.28
6.28

Without Profile

1
1/2
1/4

43.80
52.74
56.67

-

that the recommender system collect sufficient user information may not hold, where we conduct
simulations with the “continuous” data spilt rule on GRU models under 3 different granularity. In
simplify, we set the 𝛽𝑖 = 1/| D𝑖,𝑏 | according the Eq. (9). As we import the user profile attribution,
the action spaces of agents are enlarged, which impose the convergence challenges. Therefore, we
restrict the users whose disclosure decision have at least 0.01 improvements on their utility than
not to disclose. The converged results are displayed on the Table 3 where we record the users who
are willing to disclose their historical behavior data or their profile attributes. From Table 3, we can
conduct two conclusions: First, barely users are stick to disclose their profile attribution among
different data split granularity; Second, the user disclosure policies towards their historical data are
similar no matter their profile attribution is introduced or not. The converged number of the users
who are willing to disclose their historical are similar from Table 3. Regarding the slight influences
on the user profile attributes, the introduce of the user profile attributes will directly enlarge the
user possible action space, which impose more challenge on the multi-agent reinforcement learning
processing and may require much more training cost.
As a results, we only conduct experiments on user historical data and assume all users are refuse
to disclose their user profile attribution on the latter experiments.
4.4

Study 1: Impact of Platform Mechanism

We firstly conduct experiments on platform mechanisms specifying various data split granularity
and data disclosure strategies with a widely-used sequential recommendation model GRU4Rec.
We begin by answering which mechanism is preferred by users with different privacy sensitivity
(types, hereafter).
4.4.1 Split Granularity 𝑝. We first validate how the split granularity affects users on the three
aforementioned data disclosure strategies. The recommendation results and the data disclosure
percentage on different user types are reported in Table 4 where all results are averaged on the last
20 epochs after convergence. From the results, it can be observed that:
(1) Comparing the NDCG performances among different settings, we can derive a negative
answer for the question in the introduction considering “all or nothing” binary choice (i.e.,
𝑝=1) performs worst on all disclosure strategies for all datasets. Even looking at the detailed
results for user groups with different privacy sensitivity, 𝑝=1 still performs very poorly, if
not the worst.
(2) Comparing the results within different user groups, a prominent and expected result is
that users who care about privacy are only willing to disclose very little data, especially
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Table 4. Results on different data sets with different platform mechanisms. All the results are averaged on
the last 20 epochs. “dis.%” denotes average percentage of disclosed data , “NDCG” means NDCG@100 (%).

ML-100k
strategy

𝑝

non-sensitive

normal

sensitive

all

NDCG

dis.%

NDCG

dis.%

NDCG

dis.%

NDCG

dis.%

21.74

100

19.45

100

17.46

100

19.45

100

1
1/2
latest
continuous 1/4
1/8
1/16

17.07
17.54
18.19
17.31
17.65

100
100
100
100
100

10.07
16.71
18.54
19.04
19.26

21.80
25.11
18.39
17.83
16.22

6.72
7.38
6.99
8.23
12.01

11.75
8.88
5.75
7.08
8.82

11.30
13.89
14.58
14.87
16.31

43.37
43.57
40.19
40.43
40.45

1
1/2
oldest
continuous 1/4
1/8
1/16

17.07
17.40
17.48
17.44
17.55

100
100
100
100
100

10.07 21.80
14.76 25.99
16.10 28.67
18.08 22.63
21.55 26.85

6.72 11.75
8.07 11.98
8.63 12.96
10.35 15.41
12.88 17.03

11.30
13.41
14.07
15.28
17.33

43.37
44.91
46.17
44.78
46.89

1
1/2
1/4
1/8

17.07
17.91
17.38
18.08

100
100
100
100

10.07
19.35
22.26
27.63

6.72
8.06
9.44
14.93

11.75
11.05
11.85
17.00

11.30
15.11
16.36
20.21

43.37
45.50
44.12
46.46

all

separate

—

21.80
28.57
23.88
25.65

Yelp
1
1/2
latest
continuous 1/4
1/8
1/16

26.59
27.23
26.85
26.28
26.09

100
100
100
100
100

11.36
24.38
26.72
27.00
25.82

32.58
41.45
27.25
19.49
17.22

3.13
3.48
3.93
7.44
15.62

6.11
5.49
5.07
5.49
6.08

13.70
18.37
19.17
20.24
22.33

46.70
49.43
44.60
42.18
41.10

1
1/2
oldest
continuous 1/4
1/8
1/16

26.59
26.47
26.16
26.02
25.99

100
100
100
100
100

11.36
19.34
22.25
23.76
24.77

32.58
37.27
30.91
26.31
24.68

3.13
3.15
3.60
5.49
11.06

6.11
5.84
5.42
5.64
6.46

13.70
16.32
17.34
18.42
20.61

46.70
48.16
45.92
44.49
44.21

1
1/2
1/4
1/8

26.59
27.00
26.48
26.60

100
100
100
100

11.36 32.58
26.86 42.91
29.97 27.73
29.14 27.97

3.13
6.11
3.79
4.71
4.56
4.64
13.97 15.71

13.70
19.22
20.34
23.23

46.70
49.65
44.61
48.34

separate

privacy sensitive users. Besides, normal users can obtain comparable recommendation results
(even better on ML-100k) to non-sensitive users with much less data. On the one hand,
this indicates that our proposed framework can effectively protect users’ privacy. On the
other hand, proactively controlling the disclosed data also allows users to improve their
recommendation results by themselves.
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Table 5. The percentage (%) of users who disclosed data, which is averaged on the last 20 epochs.

Dataset

Strategy

#p=1

#p=1/2

#p=1/4

#p=1/8

#p=1/16

ML-100k

latest
oldest
separate

43.80
43.80
43.80

52.74
50.39
56.54

56.67
51.81
66.27

61.02
59.65
79.48

70.63
64.65
-

Yelp

latest
oldest
separate

45.90
45.90
45.90

62.03
56.73
63.68

66.34
61.37
68.26

70.11
64.94
80.82

79.64
73.33
-

𝑝=1

𝑝 = 1/2

𝑝 = 1/4

average immediate reward

0.2
average immediate reward

𝑝 = 1/8

𝑝 = 1/16

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0
−0.2
−0.4
−0.6

0
Normal users
0

100

200

epoch

300

400

Sensitive users

−0.8
0

100

200

300

400

epoch

Fig. 3. Simulation process using “oldest continuous” strategy with different granularity 𝑝 on ML-100k. The
results are smoothed using exponential moving average with smoothing factor 0.9 for clearer visualization.
The black line denotes the “separate” with 𝑝=1/8 on ML-100k truncated at 400 epochs.

(3) For platform, finer split granularity can usually bring better performances in all three mechanisms for all datasets. Unexpectedly, these superior performances are not always obtained
through more disclosed data. For example, under “latest continuous” rule, the overall recommendation performances for 𝑝=1/16 (16.31% on ML-100k) are much better than 𝑝=1/2
(13.89% on ML-100k) with less training data (40.45% vs. 43.57% on ML-100k).
To figure out the reason for this phenomenon, we analyzed the distribution of user’ data disclosure.
We reported the percentage of users who disclosed data in Table 5. The results show that more
users turn to disclose data since finer granularity allows users to disclose a small amount of data
for certain recommendation utilities. Conversely, more users suffer from poor recommendations as
they refuse to disclose data under coarse-grained granularity.
4.4.2 Data Disclosure Strategy. We study how data disclosure strategy affects users’ decisions
using three strategies with different degrees of freedom. The results are also reported in Table 4.
It is easy to see that the flexible “separate” strategy is superior to other mechanisms within the
same granularity. The “separate” strategy achieves better overall recommendation results with
similar or even less disclosed data. One possible reason is that it enables users to freely disclose
the data that benefits their recommendations. In this way, users will discard those data that are
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Table 6. Results on different recommendation models with different platform mechanism. “dis.%” denotes
average user data disclosure percentage, “NDCG” means NDCG@100 (%). All the results are averaged on the
last 20 epochs.

ML-100k
strategy

model

non-sensitive

normal

sensitive

all

NDCG

dis.%

NDCG

dis.%

NDCG

dis.%

NDCG

dis.%

latest
continuous
𝑝=1/16

NCF
GRU4Rec
BiSA

10.73
17.65
18.04

100
100
100

15.69
19.26
21.88

13.52
16.22
15.61

9.87
12.01
14.55

9.78
8.82
12.80

12.10
16.31
18.16

39.82
40.45
40.44

oldest
continuous
𝑝=1/16

NCF
GRU4Rec
BiSA

11.60
17.55
18.05

100
100
100

14.08 14.88
21.55 26.85
24.52 34.72

10.11
12.88
13.35

7.80
17.03
17.73

11.93
17.33
18.64

39.61
46.89
49.85

separate
𝑝=1/4

NCF
GRU4Rec
BiSA

11.37
17.38
17.53

100
100
100

16.32
22.26
24.33

9.06
9.44
9.64

8.37
11.85
12.42

12.25
16.36
17.17

40.76
44.12
45.42

17.57
23.88
26.40
Yelp

latest
continuous
𝑝=1/16

NCF
GRU4Rec
BiSA

23.18
26.09
25.35

100
100
100

25.57
25.82
26.34

16.90
17.22
12.85

13.60
15.62
19.48

5.85
6.08
7.51

20.79
22.33
23.72

41.41
41.10
40.38

oldest
continuous
𝑝=1/16

NCF
GRU4Rec
BiSA

23.21
25.99
25.16

100
100
100

21.13
24.77
31.53

15.97
24.68
26.53

10.22
11.06
14.07

4.56
6.46
8.66

18.19
20.61
23.59

40.71
44.21
45.18

separate
𝑝=1/4

NCF
GRU4Rec
BiSA

23.81
26.48
26.30

100
100
100

27.25
29.97
30.47

24.60
27.73
26.32

5.73
4.56
6.64

3.32
4.64
5.02

18.92
20.34
21.14

43.15
44.61
44.28

not helpful for their recommendations, which is equivalent to data optimization by users. It also
explains why “separate” with 𝑝=1/8 outperforms “all” in ML-100K. These results are consistent
with the research in data minimization [3, 12, 75].
For the other two strategies, i.e., “latest continuous” and “oldest continuous” , the results show
they perform not very consistently in different datasets. This could be caused by the characteristics
of different datasets. It reminds us to design data disclosure mechanisms carefully according to the
characteristics of data we deal with in real-world applications.
In summary, the platform mechanism affects both the possibility of a user to disclose and the
volume of her/his disclosed data. Normally, a finer granularity and a more free data disclosure
strategy can improve recommendation results for users and better protect users’ privacy at the
same time. However, the price is that a large action space leads to slow convergence on the optimal
user policy. As shown in Fig. 3, “separate” with 𝑝=1/8 (128 possible options) converges much
slower than other mechanisms. It indicates users might be hard to find their best policies under
these fine-grained mechanisms. Thus, we constraint users’ possible choice number to 16 for all
mechanisms for fair comparisons in the latter experiments.
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Table 7. Results for different user group compositions on ML-100K. All the results are averaged on the last 20
epochs.

NDCG@100 (%)
Strategy
latest 𝑝 = 1/16
oldest 𝑝 = 1/16
separate 𝑝 = 1/4

#100% Non-sen

#100%normal

#100 % sensitive

#1:1:1

19.45
19.45
19.45

16.64
18.76
19.28

10.50
11.87
9.27

16.31
17.33
16.36

statistics of data disclosure (% of disclosed data (avg. # user))
Strategy
latest 𝑝 = 1/16
oldest 𝑝 = 1/16
separate 𝑝 = 1/4
4.5

#100% Non-sen

#100% normal

#100 % sensitive

#1:1:1

100 (637)
100 (637)
100 (637)

15.70 (429.7)
24.55 (378.0)
25.36 (462.1)

11.66 (215.5)
15.86 (201.3)
15.11 (163.4)

70.96 (449.9)
66.88 (411.9)
68.13 (422.2)

Study 2: Impact of Recommender

This study answers whether a better model (BiSA) or a worse model (NCF) will attract users to
disclose more data or not. Table 6 reports the results on three different data disclosure strategies
with optimal granularity 𝑝 = 1/16 except the 𝑝 = 1/4 on “separate” for keeping the same number
of data disclosing choices. It can be observed that:
(1) The results show that a more powerful model BiSA can attract sensitive users to disclose
more data by improving the recommendation results for all platform mechanisms on all
datasets.
(2) Though a better model usually can incentive users to disclose data, the total volume of data
disclosed by normal users is not always increased. One reason is that marginal recommendation utility by disclosing more data may decrease on a better model considering the model
already predicted precisely based on the disclosed data. This phenomenon is prominent on
the BiSA in “latest continuous” considering a better sequential model may rely less on older
behavior data [33, 68].
In summary, the Table 6 results suggest that the platform may pay more attention towards
mechanism optimization while always stick to a better recommender system.
4.6 Ablation Study
Here, we study the impacts of compositions of user groups and the privacy sensitive hyperparameter 𝑤𝑖 . Due to page limitation, we only report the results based on GRU4Rec on ML-100k.
4.6.1 User Group Compositions. In this subsection, we adjust the user group composition where
each user in the dataset is non-sensitive/normal/sensitive. The average percentage of disclosed
data and recommendation results are reported in Table 7. The platform can get higher revenues
when users are less concerned about their privacy risks. Moreover, user group compositions play a
more critical role in the platform’s revenue than the data disclosure mechanisms. This encourages
the platform to take more actions on privacy protection to prevent users from becoming sensitive.
4.6.2 Privacy Sensitive. We report the effects of the hyper-parameter 𝑤𝑖 in Fig. 4. The results show
that all mechanisms perform quite stable on both recommendation results and data disclosure with
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latest cont.

seperate

oldest cont.

50
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20
15
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5

40
30
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0
2

5

10

20

50

2

5

10

20

𝑤

𝑤

Recommendation utility

Percentage of disclosed data

50

Fig. 4. Averaged results of different 𝑤 on ML-100K.

different hyper-parameter 𝑤, especially when 𝑤 > 5. The reason for these results is that a user will
barely disclose their data unless she/he observes a significant improvement on the recommendation
results when her/his privacy sensitivity is very high (e.g., 𝑤 > 5). This also demonstrates that the
conclusions of our previous experiments are stable.
4.7

Summarized Insights

In this subsection, we summarize several mentioned insights as below.
(1) We derive a negative attitude towards the “all or nothing” binary mechanism due to its worst
performances compared to other proposed mechanisms.
(2) The platform mechanism affects both the possibility of a user to disclose and the volume of
her/his disclosed data. A finer granularity mechanism will normally attract more users to
disclose while the volume of her/his disclosed data and the recommendation performances
are not always monotonically increasing.
(3) Though a better model usually can incentive users to disclose data, the total volume of data
disclosed by normal users is not always increased due to the marginal effects, which suggests
the platform may pay more attention towards mechanism optimization based on a specific
recommender system rather than always stick to the recommender system optimization.
5

RELATED WORK

In this section, we will review previous works which are highly related to ours in the three fields,
i.e., recommender systems, privacy research in recommender systems, and simulation.
5.1

Recommendation Systems

Recommender systems play an essential role in today’s web service platforms, e.g., e-commerce [46,
77] and social media [14, 81], since they provide a personalized and convenient tool for every user
to alleviate the information overload problem or explore serendipity things. Besides the attention of
industry, recommender systems have also become the most active direction in information retrieval
research [59, 76, 85].
Early works on recommender systems mainly model the users’ interests statically as collaborative filtering (CF) task with implicit feedback. Early representative works include item-base
CF algorithms [46, 63] and matrix factorization (MF) [38, 54] Recently, deep learning has also
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revolutionized collaborative filtering. One line of research seeks to improve the CF models with
the representation learned from auxiliary information, e.g., text [72] and images [74] using deep
learning models. While more mainstream way is to take the place of conventional CF models
with more powerful neural models, like neural collaborative filtering (NCF) [23] and graph neural
network based recommendation models [21, 81].
In recent years, sequential recommendation has become another mainstream task in recommender
systems since it can better capture users’ dynamic interests from their historical behaviors [59].
Sequential recommendation has also experienced the development process from traditional markov
chain based models [61, 64] to neural sequential models, e.g., GRU4Rec [24, 25] and self-attention
models [33, 68]. Considering that sequential recommendation has become the mainstream in
real-world applications [42, 48], we study the proposed task with sequential models in this paper.

5.2

Privacy in Recommender Systems

The research about privacy concerns in recommender systems can be classified into two categories:
privacy-preserving recommendation modeling and decision making in privacy.
Privacy-preserving recommendation modeling mainly aims to protect user’s sensitive
information from being leaked by designing specific models. An emerging paradigm is to use
federated learning to train recommender systems without uploading users’ data to the central server
[45, 55, 58, 73]. Federated learning dramatically enhances user privacy since user data never leaves
their devices. However, recent works have shown that federated learning can unintentionally leak
information through gradients [43, 87] and is also vulnerable to attacks like membership inference
attacks [51, 56]. To address such issues, differential privacy [17], a powerful mathematic framework
for privacy, has been employed to guarantee user privacy in the procedure of recommender
systems [2, 19, 50, 66]. The basic idea of this paradigm is to add random noise into the recommender
system to prevent information leakage. As a promising framework, one limitation of differential
privacy is that it usually decreases performance [16].
Decision making in privacy from other disciplines, e.g., economic [44], management sciences [15], and human–computer interaction [36, 37], mainly focus on studying the problem like
where privacy concerns come from and how to mitigate them. They mainly study the procedure
of user’s decision making about information disclosure using the privacy calculus theory [15, 41],
which views privacy as an economic commodity. It is to say that the user decides to disclose
his/her information by weighing the anticipated risks of disclosing personal information against
the perceived utility. Numerous works have studied the factors that influenced the user’s decision
using questionnaires or mock-up applications [9, 36, 37, 82]. Multiple studies highlight that “control”
is a key factor in decision making about privacy, and providing control over the recommendation
process to users can reduce their privacy concerns [9, 83]. Going a step further, in this paper, we
give users not only control over whether or not to disclose data, but also control over which data to
disclose. Then we investigate the consequences caused by this novel setting, including how users
make choices and how different platform mechanisms and recommendation models perform.
Another close work to ours is [78] that studies a recommendation task where a small set of “public”
users who disclose all their ratings (large amount) and a large set of “private” users refuse to disclose
their data. Our work differs from [78] in the following aspects: i) Most importantly, as explained in
the introduction and last paragraph, our goal is not the performances of the recommender systems;
ii) We provide users with more fine-grained control over their data; iii) our task is built on implicit
feedback, which is the mainstream of the real-world applications.
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Simulation

Recent years have witnessed the wide applications of the simulation techniques among various
scenarios, e.g., recommendation [6, 28, 47, 80], autopilot [57], traffic scheduling [1, 13] and robotic
[60]. The primary reason to utilize simulation is that straightforwardly conducting experiments in
the real world may remain too expensive [65] and risky [57]. Besides, the solutions derived from
simulations can be transferred to solve the real-world problems [65, 71].
In the research areas of recommender systems, it is of great significance to utilize the carefully
designed simulation environments to efficiently evaluate recommendation policy [65] or draw
insightful conclusions for specific studies such as societal impact analysis [6]. Ie et al. [27] builds
upon a simulation environment for slate-based recommender systems, which facilitates the recommendation policy evaluation. Shi et al. [65] proposes to utilize the historical user behavior data to
train the simulator and verifies that the policies trained in the simulator achieve superior online
performance. A series of works [6, 47, 80] utilize simulation environments to get in touch with user
society impacts over recommender systems such as fairness and societal biases.
There also exist a series of works to simulate user decisions to maximize their personalized
utilities [30, 32, 62]. Typically, the user is modeled as a rational agent whose policy can be learned
following a trial-and-error schema such as RL-based algorithms [32, 34]. In this work, each user is
modeled as a rational agent to optimize his (her) unique data disclosure policy under a designed
platform mechanism. The efficiency of recommender systems is also evaluated within such a
simulation environment.
6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes a privacy aware recommendation framework based on privacy calculus theory
to study what will happen if the platform gives users control over their data. To avoid the great
cost in online experiments, we propose to use reinforcement learning to simulate the users’ privacy
decision making under different platform mechanisms and recommendation models on public
benchmark datasets. The results show a well-designed data disclosure mechanism can perform
much better than the popular “all or nothing” binary mechanism. Our work provides some insights
to improve current rough solutions in privacy protection regulations, e.g., opt-in under GDPR and
opt-out under CCPA.
This paper only takes the first step in studying users’ privacy decision making under different
platform mechanisms, and several directions remain to be explored. First, a more complex and
accurate privacy cost function can help us better understand users’ privacy decision making. In
this work we have modeled different users with their individual privacy sensitivity weights, and
one may modify the privacy cost function on the effects of the users’ trust towards the platform
in the future. Second, more sophisticated platform mechanisms are also worth exploring. Recent
mechanism design works also turn to the perspectives of deep neural network based mechanism
designs, which can be explored with our proposed framework. Last but not least, deploying online
experiments and analyzing users’ decisions in real-world can facilitate further researches.
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